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Principal’s
Note
The Department of BCA will soon have their newsletter online with articles
contributed from the faculty and students. The articles cover topics that are
relevant to our daily lives. The newsletter is an opportunity for our students and
faculty to express their views and opinions about various topics that touch our
lives daily. It also provides new information to those who are not in touch with
day-to-day happenings in the world of technology.
It is very important for the academic community to go beyond their books and
provide our students necessary exposure to express their mind. Students need to
provide a platform to develop their talents. The faculty needs to prepare their
students for a future which is highly competitive, thus organizing activities give
students opportunities to express themselves and develop their talents and other
potentials.
I am thankful to the faculty, system administrator and students for working
towards the development and I call upon the faculty to keep updating their
knowledge with the latest software since it would only help to prepare students to
face challenges in the society. A sincere thanks to the faculty and students for
all the hard work put in to release the departmental online newsletter.

Dr. (Fr.) Jeronimo D’Silva
Officiating Principal

Editor’s
Note
Information technology is that it empowers people to do what they want to do. It lets people
be creative. It lets people be productive. It lets people learn things they didn't think they
could learn before, and so in a sense it is all about potential. The information technology
industry has become one of the most robust industries in the world. Information
Technology, more than any other industry has an increased productivity and is a key driver
of global economic growth.
With the growing IT industry Crypto currencies enables payments to be sent between users
without passing through a central authority, such as a bank or payment gateway. It is
created and held electronically. Bitcoin is the best known technology that could 'save the
world'. It was the first example of what we today call crypto currencies, a growing asset
class that shares some characteristics of traditional currencies, with verification based on
cryptography.
Artificial Intelligence is a suite of technologies capable of learning, reasoning, adapting,
and performing tasks in ways inspired by the human mind. Researchers are building
intelligent software and machines to enhance human productivity and empower people
everywhere.
This issue of newsletter should inspire all of us for a new beginning enlighten with hope,
confidence and faith in the road ahead...... Happy Reading!
Ms. Rushita Verlekar
Assistant Professor
Dept of BCA
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What is a Bit coin?

Money, in and of itself, is nothing. It can be a shell,
a metal coin, or a piece of paper with a historic
image on it, but the value that people place on it
has nothing to do with the physical value of the
money. Money derives its value by being a
medium of exchange, a unit of measurement and
a storehouse for wealth. Money allows people to
trade goods and services indirectly, understand
the price of goods and give us a way to save for
larger purchases in the future. Money is valuable
merely because everyone knows everyone else
will accept it as a form of payment and it is
monitored by the centralized authority.
Like all this type of currencies there is this invisible
crypto currency known as “bitcoin”. This digital
payment system was created by an anonymous
name "Satoshi Nakamoto” who published the
invention on 31st Oct 2008 to a cryptography
mailing list in a research paper called "bitcoin”. A
peer-to- peer electronic cash system Nakamoto
implemented bitcoin as open source code and
released in January 2009.
The system is peer-to peer and the transactions
take place between users directly without any
intermediary. These transactions are verified by
network nodes and recorded in a public
distributed ledger called as block chain. The
access to this ledger is given to all the users of the
bitcoin which has the complete history of the coin
and all the details of the transfer of the coin it is
very transparent.
The bitcoin is called the first decentralize digital
currency because the system works without a
central repository or single administrator. It is an
international payment system.

Ms. Rushita Verlekar
Assistant Professor

Small businesses may like them because there are
no credit card fees. Some people just buy bitcoins
as an investment, hoping that they'll go up in
value.
People can send bitcoins to each other using
mobile apps or their computers. It's similar to
sending cash digitally.They are stored in a “digital
wallet,” which exists either in the cloud or on a
user's computer. The wallet is a kind of virtual
bank account that allows users to send or receive
bitcoins, pay for goods or save their money. Unlike
bank accounts, bitcoin wallets are not insured by
the FDIC.
Though each bitcoin transaction is recorded in a
public log, names of buyers and sellers are never
revealed – only their wallet IDs. While that keeps
bitcoin users' transactions private, it also lets
them buy or sell anything without easily tracing it
back to them. That's why it has become the
currency of choice for people online buying drugs
or other illicit activities.
Bitcoins are created as a reward for a process
known as mining. They can be exchanged for other
currencies, products, and services. As of February
2015, over 100,000 merchants and vendors
accepted bitcoin as payment.
No one knows what will become of bitcoin. It is
mostly unregulated, but some countries like
Japan, China and Australia have begun weighing
regulations. Governments are concerned about
taxation and their lack of control over the
currency.

Bit coin Mining
Swaraj Samant
Student of FYBCA
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“Bitcoin will do to banks what e-mails did to post offices”- Rick Falkvinge
Recently, a friend came up to me and asked “Bro how do I obtain Bitcoins?"
I stared at him with an empty, blank look. Despite all the recent talks about bitcoins and their growing
popularity, even with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) getting involved, I realised that I knew
absolutely nothing about the bitcoin except the fact that it was associated with the Silk Road - an
illegal online black market that used bitcoins as its defacto virtual currency to enable regular folks to
obtain all sorts of illegal items easily and anonymously. I had no idea what bitcoins were.So what are
bitcoins……..?
Bitcoin is a digital and global money system currency independent of any particular nation or
government. It allows people to send or receive money across the internet, even to someone they
don't know or don't trust. Money can be exchanged without being linked to a real identity. The
mathematical field of cryptography is the basis for Bitcoin's security.
How do I obtain Bitcoins…..?
Well if you go to see the price of one bitcoin is somewhere around 5.8 lacks if you're willing to
exchange it for money. But there is also a way to obtain bitcoins without exchanging money in return
and that's why the concept of bitcoin mining is more fun..
How Bitcoin Mining Works
Where do bitcoins come from? With paper money, a government decides when to print and
distribute money. Bitcoin doesn't have a central government.
With Bitcoin, miners use special software to solve math problems and are issued a certain number of
bitcoins in exchange. This provides a smart way to issue the currency and also creates an incentive for
more people to mine.
Every ten minutes or so mining computers collect a few hundred pending bitcoin transactions (a
“block”) and turn them into a mathematical puzzle. The first miner to find the solution announces it
to others on the network. The other miners then check whether the sender of the funds has the right
to spend the money, and whether the solution to the puzzle is correct. If enough of them grant their
approval, the block is cryptographically added to the ledger and the miners move on to the next set
of transactions. The miner who found the solution gets 25 bitcoins as a reward.
The process of encrypting the data is automated by the system software which requires a bundle of
processing power as the network of transactions is pretty humongous and complicated it also
requires a lot of power output as the hardware needs to be pushed to its 100% work capacity to mine
bitcoins
Basically if you're a kind of a person who owns a huge set of processor intensive system which are not
always in use or rather left idle most of the time or you are living in a country like china where
electricity is cheap it is a pretty good gamble to try your shot at bitcoin mining…
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What Is the Future of
High Resolution?
Vikas Pandey
Student of TYBCA
Today's viewers watch a variety of video content on a number of devices. With
the rapid advancement of mobile technologies, consumers continue to push
the boundaries for that content, specifically for video quality. The recent
introduction of 4K tablet computers and an iMac computer with a 5K Retina
display is an indication of the interest in high-resolution images, even in
smaller screen environments. With the introduction of these higher-resolution
formats for a variety of devices, will displays arrive at a resolution where our
vision deems all the extra pixels unnecessary?

Picture perfect: the case for pixels
All of the heavy-hitting technology companies have one thing in common when releasing new devices:
resolution is a focal point as one of the selling features. And why shouldn't it be? One of the main attractions of
laptops and mobile devices is for entertainment purposes, such as watching shows or movies on Netflix.
As a result, video streaming has become a standard activity for consumers. For example, within the last few
years, the concept of "TV everywhere" has exploded. This has caused service providers to upgrade network
capabilities to offer the best possible viewing experience for their customers. High-definition viewing is no longer
a benefit, but a standard for consumers.
Higher resolution content lets users see smaller features, and can lead to new games and other entertainment
experiences where small features may be important. That capability is also valuable for amateur and
professional video and still-image editors who may need to make edits at close to the pixel level.
4K and 8K: pixel overload?
4K technology is steadily making its way into entertainment channels, but it is not the limit for high-resolution
video. Currently, NHK in Japan is leading development of the infrastructure for 8K by 4K video. The 8K video
platform will have about four times as many pixels as 4K video, since the pixel dimensions are roughly doubled
in each dimension. In addition, as the resolution increases, the frame rate of the captured (and displayed video)
will likely go up to prevent certain video artifacts. Thus the total size of an 8K video movie could be 100-times
larger than today's HD (about 2,000 by 1,000 pixels). As a result, this will impact the storage capacity sizes of
future consumer devices. This is already becoming evident with the launch of the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus,
which offers up to 128 gigabytes of storage. We will see this in other products as the demand for space continues
to rise.
8K video demonstrations with large-screen displays at trade shows provide amazing details that are lost or
blurred in lower-resolution technologies. Today 8K video is experimental and very expensive, but there are
several 8K video projects in development, with 8K TV broadcasts beginning in Japan by the start of the next
decade. In another 4 to 5 years, 8K by 4K displays may be the next big thing, like 4K displays are today.
Putting it together: What the future holds
But what is the limit of video resolution that a user could want? Well, what this higher resolution is all about is
creating a more immersive user experience. Ultimately we want an all-encompassing display that is hard to
distinguish from reality itself — what we want is a holodeck (for you "Star Trek" fans). A totally immersive artificial
reality will require at least 8K video content and possibly 16K by 8K video resolution. This video content would be
projected in an area rather than a surface. Essentially the viewer will be surrounded by the images, creating an
immersive sense of "being there."
This immersive content would be captured by multiple, synchronized cameras surrounding a field of view or
generated by 3D rendering equipment that then must be projected in a free-floating format. The technology
required to make such immersive experiences is likely more than 10 years away, and when it is ready,
consumers will want to have it. As a result of these continuous technological advancements and video format
qualities, I don't believe the current concept of TV and the use of single displays for experiencing content will
remain for long. A single fixed display can only hold so much resolution. Therefore, new and innovative devices
will need to be created until we reach the point of commercializing free-floating holographic display technology.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
Mr. Stalin D'Sa
Assistant Professor
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence demonstrated by machines, in contrast to the Natural Intelligence displayed by
humans and other animals. In simple terms AI can be described as the phenomenon wherein a machine is made to
think and take decisions just like a human being.
AI was founded as an Academic discipline in the year 1965 and since then has reached unimaginable heights in terms
of innovations used in day to day life is concerned. One such innovation noteworthy of a mention was that of Deep
Blue, which a chess-playing computer developed by IBM was,. It is known for being the first computer chess-playing
system to win both a chess game and a chess match against a reigning world champion under regular time controls.
Deep Blue won its first game against a world champion on 10 February 1996, when it defeated Garry Kasparov.
However Kasparov accused IBM of cheating and demanded a rematch. IBM refused and retired Deep Blue. The
development for Deep Blue began in 1985 with the Chip Test project at Carnegie Mellon University. This project
eventually evolved into Deep Thought, at which point IBM hired the development team. The project evolved once more
with the new name Deep Blue in 1989.

Some of the day-to-day experiences of AI in our lives are mentioned as follows:
1.

Virtual Personal Assistants: Siri, Google Now and Cortana are all intelligent digital personal assistants on various
platforms (iOS, Android, and Windows Mobile). In short, they help find useful information when you ask for it
using your voice.

2.

Video Games: AI is an integral part of games like FIFA or Counter Strike or Call of Duty wherein you are playing
against the computer and it makes decisions either depending on your moves or by anticipating the moves you
possibly will make.

3.

Purchase Prediction: Large retailers like Target and Amazon stand to make a lot of money if they can anticipate
your needs.

4.

Fraud Detection: Have you ever gotten an email or a letter asking you if you made a specific purchase on your
credit card? Many banks send these types of communications if they think there is a chance that fraud may have
been committed on your account. AI is often the technology deployed to monitor for this type of fraud.

5.

Online Customer Support: Many websites now offer customers the opportunity to chat with a customer support
representative while they are browsing but not every site actually has a live person on the other end of the line. In
many cases, you're talking to a rudimentary AI.

6.

Music and Movie Recommendation Services: Apps like Spotify, Pandora, and Netflix recommend music and
movies based on the interests you have expressed and choices you have made in the past.

7.

Ball Tracking: This technique is most commonly used in the game of cricket where in the possible trajectory and
path of the ball bowled is determined which assists the Umpires in the game to take LBW decisions.

Your smartphone, car, bank and your house all use AI on a daily basis. AI is everywhere and it is making a huge
difference in our lives every day that it is fitting to say that AI is an integral part of our lives.
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THE CLICK BUG
''BEWARE HUMANITY''

Ms. Aquilla Afonso
Assistant Professor

Code red /Code red!! These are the distress signals that made me reach out for some analysis in my
minds private room. Right then I went to seek help from my nearest doctor who is on call 24x7 and
would be available for consultation at 3.00 pm in the morning “Mr. Google”.
Browsing through my top 10 Search results based on the page rank mechanism. I find information
about the new bug affecting the human race “THE CLICK BUG”.
Taking the few minutes in slow motion, I hear the tick tock and click click, where the click goes at its
own random pace and not timed well as the monotonous repetition of the tick tock of the clock.
Those moments along with the sound of the abundant notification messages I receive reminding me
of an appointment I have scheduled, the event for which I need to keep my free, birthday reminders
and the news feed.
Is the click bug making me skim through important bits information?
Another thought that dawned to me was that, if one click could hypothetically account for one step
traveled, than how many kilometers/miles would an individual is traveling every day? Is the click bug
making me skim through important bits information? If a game is invented where a user gets paid per
click, what would be the outcome on the number of participants and the winner? Would it give an
individual a thrill every time he/she would hear the click , shooting up his/her dopamine ?
A user would finally end up as an official addict or a patient with mouse finger or trigger Finger? [Let's
do some self analysis] Do I fall in this category? Does a notification reminder make me go and
desperately check who has remembered me? Does the click word on a page, make it itch from within
to see if I will be the lucky Winner? Do I associate to loving the sound of the click? Am I replacing some
of my functionality to a system who will do it for me?
Another dear friend of mine is 'Ms.single tick' symbol. My first encounter with her was on the popular
app WhatsApp , and later on 'Ms.single tick' introduced me to her super cousin the 'Ms. bluetick'
where an individual users feels like he/she is under a spell of staring at her in frequent time
successions . Is it the reason for my apprehension? Am I replacing symbols for a means of silent
communication? Are we heading back to primordial time when a tick would justify if we have a
healthy relationship with a prospective other?
Through my extensive search, I have found a raft of answers and articles .One conclusion would be
that we humans are jumping on this popular bandwagon of the unknown where an individual prefers
to be part of at the risk of everything.
Lately with this information overload and several distractions the average attention span of humans is
about 4 seconds and we are competing with a goldfish having an attention span of 5 seconds. A penny
for your thought could be if we are given a chance, we need to reanalyze and retreat our steps.
Let us hit the nail on the head. The ball is in your court. Has your ship sailed in this department? The
next big question is- should I opt to go for another click or tick?

Use of Technology
in Football

Mr. Worrel D’souza
Course Coordinator
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Soccer is the most popular sport in the world. With a number of channels showing all possible
leagues in the world like the English Premier league, la Liga, League 1 etc, the audience also has
increased drastically . Football is known for its fast pace, so FIFA had previously opted for not using
technology in the game unlike Hockey, cricket etc for the sole reason that the delay of referral system
may kill the excitement of the game. Former FIFA President Sepp Blatter said in 2002 “We shall rely
on human beings, Players make mistakes, Coaches make mistakes and yes, sometimes referees
make mistakes. But football is passion, football is emotion. Football has a Human touch,”
But the current setup of the game where in there is drastic improvement in the game like pace of the
game, tactics, there tends to be moments where the referee is not in a position to see or take a
decision at that moment. Keeping all this in mind FIFA has introduced 2 technologies in the game
namely: Goal Line technology and VAR (VIDEO ASSISTANT REFEREE)
Goal Line Technology: (Courtesy Internet): The Hawk Eye technology is the most high-profile system
amongst these varying technologies. It uses fourteen sophisticated cameras placed around the
stadium at different positions pointing towards the two firm goal posts, seven focused on each.
Triangulation is a geometric technique of calculating the distance and position to and of, respectively,
an unknown point with the help of two known points. As the name suggests, the system forms
triangles between these three points and uses the angles between them to determine the
whereabouts of the third unknown. The system software then creates a 3D image of the ball relative
to the line.
This technology can produce reliable results even when the view of some cameras is obstructed by
players' bodies. This is because only three of them are required to implement triangulation and
generate an image. Therefore, even if the view of a few cameras is hindered, the others can take over

The Sony owned Hawk-Eye system was
developed in the United Kingdom by
Paul Hawkins. The system was originally
implemented in 2001 for television
purposes in cricket.

The software calculates the ball's location in
each frame by identifying the pixels that
correspond to the ball. A better perspective of
how meticulously competent these cameras
are can be acquired when you consider that a
kicked football flies through the air at an
average of 120 km/hr!
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Use of Technology
in Football

VAR (VIDEO ASSISTANT REFEREE) (Courtesy Internet) : The video assistant referee (VAR)
is an association football assistant referee who reviews decisions made by the head referee
with the use of video footage and a headset for communication. In 2018 VARs were written
into the Laws of the Game by the International Football Association Board (IFAB) following
trails in a number of major competitions.

On 25 February
2013, FIFA granted
a license to Cairos
Technologies AG,
enabling them to
provide goal-line
technology for use
in FIFA-sanctioned
competitions.

During the 2016 FIFA
Club World Cup Final
in Japan, the first
trial of the VAR in an
international club
competition, Real
Madrid manager
Zinedine Zidane called
the system a source
of confusion.

TECHLIPSE
2018
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“Participation, I think, or one of the best methods of
educating.”
On the 3rd February 2018, the Department of BCA,
organized Techlipse 2018, an intercollegiate event.
The mascot for the event was the AutoBot 'Bumblebee'.
The event was held in order to provide a platform for
students to showcase their talents in various areas of IT and
it acts as a catalyst to spark ideas, contribute as a team
member and play a role in the overall participation of the
team.
The event began with a prayer hymn seeking the Almighty's
blessings with the ceremony of the lighting of the lamp. The
Principal of St. Xavier's College Rev. Fr. (Dr).Jeronimo
D'Silva, welcomed the gathering.

Principal Fr. (Dr.) Jeronimo D'Silva lighting the
traditional lamp at the inaugural ceremony of
TECHLIPSE 2018.

The offstage events were Laugh bytes, Virtual build, Beyond pixels, Web weaver, Poster making, Lets be cops
along with a surprise event. The onstage events were Whiplash, Admaster, Get thrashed, Robo style and DJ wars.

Seven colleges across the state of Goa participated in the event .The participating colleges were Don Bosco
College, Panaji; MES college, Zuarinagar; Fr.Agnel College, Pilar; Goa Multi Faculty College, Dharbandora; DMs
College, Assagao; Saraswat Vidyalaya's College, Mapusa; Shree Damodar College, Margao.
The Chief Guest for the
valedictory function was
Mr.Sanjay Karapurkar,
Head of Department of
Computer Science, DMs
College, Assagao and the
Chairman of Board of
Studies. Mr.Karapurkar
encouraged students to be
part of events which would
help a student add to the
knowledge base, to grow
and test the waters.
“We write to taste life twice,
in the moment and in
retrospect."
To encourage the same the
biannual E-newsletter of
the department which is
entitled 'Xibyte' ,edition VIII
, with editorial direction
given by Ms.Rushita
Verlekar was released at
the hands of the chief guest
Mr.Sanjay Karapurkar and
t h e
P r i n c i p a l
Fr.(Dr).Jernonimo D'Silva.

The Chief guest Mr. Sanjay Karapurkar along with the Principal of St.
Xavier's College Fr. Dr. Jeronimo D'Silva Presenting the Trophy to the
winners Don Bosco College
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TECHLIPSE
2018

A special thanks to the Course Coordinator Mr.Worrel D'souza and the faculty of the Department of BCA along
with the student co-ordinators for techlipse 2018 Mr.Suyog Mishal (TYBCA) and Ms. Tania Salgaonkar (TYBCA)
for the help and support and overall management and coordination.
Don Bosco College, Panaji were the overall winners and the runners up were MES College, Zuarinagar.
The event ended with the prize distribution ceremony and vote of thanks proposed by
Ms.Aquilla Afonso, event coordinator for Techlipse 2018. The compere for the day was Ms. Lianna de sousa
(TYBCA).

The organizing committee of TECHLIPSE 2018 comprising of faculty and students at the
Saldanha lawns at St. Xaviers College.

Compiled by- Ms.Aquilla Afonso,
Asst.Professor, BCA Department
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ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENTS

Second Year Semester III
Achievers (2017-18)

MR. MAHATO NITEESH
KUMAR
(FIRST PLACE)

MR. SAUNDATIKAR RAJ
VEGANAND
(SECOND PLACE)

MR. D'SOUZA SHAWN
(THIRD PLACE)

First Year Semester I
Achievers (2017-18)

MR. ALMEIDA ROHAN
STEVEN
(FIRST)

MR. LOBO SHAWN
(SECOND)

MR. FERNANDES
CLEVINO ALRIN
(THIRD)

MS. RAIKAR ASMITA
(THIRD)
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GALLERY

Field Trip by the BCA department to CIBA, Assagao.

TYBCA student developing their entrepreneurship skills.

GALLERY
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Students of TYBCA along
with Faculty at the Frontier
Business systems as part of
their study tour.

Students of TYBCA along
with Faculty at the ICAT
media College as part of
their study tour.

Students of TYBCA along
with Faculty at HAL
aerospace museum as part
of their study tour.
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GALLERY

Suyog Mishal from TYBCA
presenting the CIBA personnel
with a memento for giving a talk
on carrier guidance.

WHN digital Conducting interview as
part of the campus placement drive
organized by the BCA department.

TYBCA (2017-18)

Rev Up
Your Mind
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RAID
BITCOIN
CRYPTOGRAPHY
BROWSER
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· VIRUS
By Stalin D’sa

FACTS

1. A red panda is an animal native to the Himalayas and
southwestern China. The English word for red panda is
‘FireFox’ which is where the browser gets its name from - so
the FireFox logo is actually a red panda not a fox.
2. Hewlett Packard was started in a garage in Palo Alto in 1939.
3. The computers used in the Apollo 11 trip to the moon had
less processing power than a modern day cell phone.

